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Panel to discuss fake bedoon passports

MP Adasani threatens to grill 
minister again, cites violations

Ramadan Kareem

By Dr Teresa Lesher

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: MP Riyadh Al-Adasani said yesterday he
has already prepared a second gri l l ing for
Information Minister Mohammad Al-Jabri who faces
a no-confidence vote on Wednesday. The lawmaker
warned that if racist or tribal means are used in the
voting session, he will file the second grilling against
the minister.

Jabri was grilled last week by Adasani, MPs Adel
Al-Damkhi and Mohammad Al-Dallal over alleged
violations and wrongdoings at the Information
Ministry and the Agricultural Authority and Sports
Authority which come under the minister. During the
gri l l ing, the three lawmakers presented to the
Assembly what they said was proof for the allega-
tions but the minister categorically denied the
charges and insisted that he has carried out reforms.

In a separate statement, MP Dallal argued that the
minister failed to refute the charges and that he did
not even respond to most of the charges during the
grilling debate that lasted several hours. Dallal said
that under the minister, a large number of violations
were committed in the Agricultural Authority espe-

cially in the distribution of state-owned land for agri-
cultural purposes. He said that some of the land was
distributed to relatives in a clear violation of the law
while those who qualified for distribution were denied.

In the meantime, MP Al-Humaidi Al-Subaiei, who
heads an investigation committee into fake passports
bought by stateless people or bedoons, said the com-
mittee will discuss in its next meeting the issue of the
passports with Interior Ministry officials.

Several years ago, hundreds of bedoons purchased
passports from various African and Latin American
countries as they reeled under Interior Ministry pres-
sure to find a nationality when they were denied the
right to Kuwaiti citizenship. Many of those passports
later were found to be fake and holders were faced
with even more problems. The issue was taken up by
the National Assembly which decided to form a com-
mittee to investigate the issue.

Meanwhile, Minister of State for Economic Affairs
Mariam Al-Aqeel yesterday said she was prepared to
be grilled any time when asked about threats by MP
Safa Al-Hashem that she wanted to grill the minister.
Aqeel said that grilling is a constitutional right for
lawmakers and she was prepared to face it.

The essence of Islam can be found in a single
statement, the ‘kalimah’, which embodies both
its doctrine and practice. We hear this state-

ment five times a day from the minarets:  “There is no
god except Allah and Muhammad is His messenger.”
Any true religion should offer sound doctrine and
clear practice, and this simple statement sums it up.  

The doctrine is that our Creator - the Lord of the
universe - is the only one deserving of our worship;
all matters of faith revolve around that. To understand
the significance of this statement, consider Islamic art
- the geometric, symmetric, and possibly infinite con-
tinuation of lines, curves and patterns - which always
begins with a single point on a page or canvas.  

It is from this point that a line or circle is first
drawn, and from which a beautiful work of art takes
shape. Without that point of reference, without the
consideration that each line and curve originated from
that point, and without respect for the relation that
every intersecting point has with the original one, the
whole pattern will be imperfect, unbalanced and
eventually unrecognizable.  

Islam, as the inspiration for this beautiful art form,
is identical in that it, too, has as its epicenter a single
point from which every thought, intention, action and
hope begins. That point of reference is God. When
someone makes God the single reference point in his
life, from which all expression originates, his life can
be one of both precision and beauty, of discipline and
creativity.   

In Islamic art, the original point is simply a dot on a
page. In Islam, a single, unique God is the focal point,
around which all of life revolves. The second part of
the statement instructs us of the practice of Islam:
that Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is God’s messenger,
a man whose role was to convey the message and
implement it in all spheres of human conduct.  

Thus, he is a role model for humankind.  He is the
teacher with textbook in hand, and his role was to
apply the teachings of the Book, answering the ques-
tions of his students along the way. Not only did
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) relate God’s Word to the
world, he answered, with his sayings and conduct, one
of the most important questions ever asked:  “How are
we supposed to live?”  
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Islam in a nutshell
MOSCOW: At least 13 people on board a Russian
Aeroflot passenger plane were killed yesterday when the
plane caught fire mid-air and made an emergency landing
at a Moscow airport yesterday, Russian news agencies
reported. Television footage showed the Sukhoi Superjet-
100 making an emergency landing at Moscow’s
Sheremetyevo airport with much of the rear part of the
plane engulfed in flames.

Many passengers then escaped via the plane’s emer-
gency slides that inflated after the hard landing. Medical
workers told the TASS news agency at least 13 people had
been killed and that others remained unaccounted for.
Russian news agencies said the plane, which had been fly-
ing from Moscow to the northern Russian city of
Murmansk before turning back, had been carrying 78 pas-
sengers. It was unclear how many crew had been on board.

Russian investigators said they had opened an investi-
gation and were looking into whether the pilots had
breached air safety rules. The cause of the fire was not
immediately known. — Reuters
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GAZA: Palestinian mourners carry the shrouded body of Saba Abu Arar during her funer-
al yesterday. According to the Palestinian health ministry, the baby and her pregnant
relative were killed by an Israeli airstrike. — AFP 

GAZA: Israel’s military carried out
waves of retaliatory strikes in the Gaza
Strip yesterday after Palestinian rockets
hit Israeli cities as a deadly escalation
showed no signs of slowing, raising fears
of war. Gazan authorities reported nine
Palestinians killed, including at least
three militants, by Israeli strikes in the
fighting that began Saturday with mas-
sive rocket fire from the strip. Israel
however disputed their account of the
deaths of a pregnant woman and a baby,
blaming errant Hamas fire.

Three people were killed in Gaza
rocket strikes on southern Israel yes-
terday. One was confirmed as Israeli,
but police had not released the nation-
alities for the other two. The Palestinian

dead included a commander for
Hamas’s armed wing who Israel said it
targeted due to his role in transferring
money from Iran to militant groups in
the Gaza Strip. 

Yesterday morning, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said he
instructed the military “to continue its
massive strikes on terror elements in the
Gaza Strip.”

He said he had also ordered “tanks,
artillery and infantry forces” to reinforce
troops already deployed near Gaza. The
flare-up came as Hamas, the Islamist
movement that rules the blockaded
enclave, sought further concessions from
Israel under a fragile months-old ceasefire. 
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Deadly escalation as Israel
retaliates over Gaza rockets

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Relations and Security Information
Department at the Interior Ministry said environment
police patrols will be on the streets in coordination
with the Environment Public Authority round the
clock on Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Causeway to con-
trol any violations of throwing garbage. 

It said it will strictly deal with any violation of the
law on roads and bridges, and articles 107 and 108
will be applied against any violator. The final statis-
tics about the number of violations that were
accounted for by traffic control cameras on Sheikh

Jaber Causeway and Doha Spar since it was opened
(on 1/5/2019) is 1043 violations, and the total viola-
tions on Doha Spur is 769 violations. 

Meanwhile, the Traffic Department and Operations
are working on maintaining the traffic flow in all
areas of Kuwait, that in addition to stationary and
mobile patrols. The Traffic Department announced
the trucks ban hours during the holy month of
Ramadan as follows: Trucks will not be allowed on
the roads from 8:30 am-10:30 am for employees’
entry; Time of employees exit will be from 12:30 pm -
to 3:00 pm while, time for vehicles on the left shoul-
der will be from 8:00 am until 12:00 noon.

1k traffic fines on Jaber Causeway in first 5 days

Photo shows Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Causeway 

MOSCOW: Fire engulfs a Russian-made Superjet-100 at Sheremetyevo airport. — AFP

DOHA: Qatar will not grant visas to those it considers
“enemies”, the secretary-general of the National Tourism
Council said in reference to Egyptians seeking to enter
the country amid an ongoing political rift. Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt cut diplo-
matic and trade ties with Qatar in 2017, accusing it of
supporting terrorism. Doha denies the allegation. While
citizens from the three Gulf states were recalled to their

home countries due to the rift, Egyptians, who make up
the largest Arab minority in Qatar, have remained and
make up a sizable portion of the tiny but wealthy coun-
try’s workforce.

Speaking at an event to promote a summer tourism
campaign, the tourism council’s Akbar al-Baker said
Qatar would not let Egyptians enter the country to take
part in promotions aimed at boosting its tourism indus-
try. “The visa will not be open for our enemies - it will be
open for our friends,” Baker said of Egyptians looking to
come. “Are visas open for us to go there? No. So why
should we open it for them? Everything is reciprocal.”

The comments were the first by a Qatari official since
the nearly two-year rift began suggesting Qatar would
no longer grant visas to people from Egypt, the most 
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